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CBS Dissemination Strategy

- Introduced in January 2010
- Main goal = Satisfied user

- Main components:
  - Quality Principles
  - Release of Official statistics
  - CBS Publications
  - Public Relations
  - Tailor-made requests
  - Pricing policy
CBS Dissemination Strategy

- Publishing Programme and Calendar of Statistical Data Issues
- Release time 11:00 a.m.
- Equal access to released data

- Means of dissemination:
  - Statistical Publications
  - Statistical databases
  - E-mail
  - Official CBS website
  - Customer Relations
Improvements in line with LPR recommendations

- Visual identity

- Public Relations
  - Protocol on Media Relations
  - Ordinance on Press Conferences

- Continuous promotion of statistics
- Website contents improvements
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Dissemination Strategy 2010-2013

• Dissemination Strategy - framework for further improvements

Next steps

• User Satisfaction Survey
• Website redesign and reorganization
• Tailor-made Workshops
Questions?
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